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What lies ahead for payments at the counter? 
At the bar? According to BarFrog CEO Antho-
ny Milici, mobile will be the name of the game 
this year, and beacons will make headway, too.

Just over a month into the new year, prognosti-
cations abound as to just what 2017 may be the 
“year of.” Some payments observers say it could be 
the year of blockchain, of instant payments, of the 
beacon, of the Tech IPO … but how about food and 
beverage transactions?

In an interview with PYMNTS, Anthony Milici, co-
founder and CEO of BarFrog, said that this year 
might be a milestone for meal-focused payments, 
with a focus on mobile-enabled transactions.

“We have seen a plethora of companies that work in 
this mobile pay space,” Milici said, with the focus on 
allowing people in the restaurant to manage activity 
via smart devices.

“We are in the hospitality business, and at the core 
of the hospitality business is the consumer’s experi-
ence,” he told PYMNTS. But all too often, the mobile 
companies themselves have tried, and succeeded, in 
altering the service operation plans of the businesses 
with which they are working. Process changes have 

included requiring users to enter a code or having 
customers, on a one-to-one basis, tell their servers 
how they expect to settle their tabs.

“Now we have platforms like BarFrog,” said Milici, 
and “OpenTable’s mobile pay feature that limits the 
amount of the involvement required from the user 
and the restaurant, which keeps the essential experi-
ence the same on both ends.” 

The learning curve is small in order to adopt mobile 
payments, while the end benefit is one that helps 
boost user adoption exponentially. This is an envi-
ronment where BarFrog “can increase turnover rates, 
increase tip percentage allotted to servers and bar-
tenders, as well as increase nightly sales for bars and 
restaurants,” the CEO said.

As for other technologies, Milici said that beacon 
technology may also see a surge this year, and with 
data gathered via Bluetooth that lets restaurants see 
how effective marketing campaigns are in luring and 
keeping users engaged. The marketing manager can 
send proximity alerts to users in a given area to cer-
tain promotions or features that may be of interest.

“For BarFrog, beacons allow us to not only get peo-
ple in the door, but they also initiate the payments 
processes that minimize user involvement,” Milici said.

Belly Up To The BarFrog

Co-Founder & CEO
Anthony Milici

Bar Frog
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Cyberattacks are evolving at the pace of technology. 
Security layers and multifactor authentication have 
forced the fraudsters to produce faster, more sophis-
ticated techniques to compensate. To keep data and 
services safe, it’s up to cybersecurity and fraud pre-
vention experts to anticipate what’s coming next.

In an interview with PYMNTS, Avi Turgeman, founder, 
CTO and head of business development at BioCatch, 
said that by analyzing the hundreds of fraud cases 
BioCatch finds among its global customers, the risks 
and trends that will define cybersecurity challenges in 
the coming years are clear.

“New types of attacks are first being tried outside of 
the U.S., likely due to the fact that the banking and 
payment systems here in the U.S. are evolving to 
catch up in terms of allowing more functionality and 
faster payments, EMV implementation, etc.,” Turge-
man told PYMNTS.

Attackers largely target U.K.-based services to begin 
with, moving stateside when their methods prove 
effective. On average, Turgeman said, an attack on 
a U.K. bank manifests itself as one similar in the U.S. 
after a year-and-a-half.

BioCatch anticipates that 2017 will see more attacks 
using advanced social engineering techniques, in-
cluding multichannel fraud. Attackers may call a cus-
tomer center to the change the phone number and 
address associated with a victim’s account. Doing so 
allows fraudsters to receive the SMS code that is re-
quired to log into the victim’s online banking account.

“A solution for this is monitoring users’ activity across 
multiple channels — for example, voice and digital 
— to have a full picture of customer activity,” Turge-
man said.

He warned that the U.S. will face additional fraud 
prevention pressures as a result of faster payments. In 
Europe, he said, faster payments originally translated 
into faster fraud until several major banks employed 
real-time fraud prevention tools such as behavioral 
biometrics, which identify remote access and social 
engineering attacks.

“A classic example in the corporate environment is 
for a fraudster to get control over the CEO’s email 
account and then to send a message to the CFO 
telling him or her to transfer money to the fraudster’s 
account,” Turgeman told PYMNTS.

Since the log-in action comes from a legitimate user, 
it’s difficult to identify it as fraud. Turgeman noted 
that this type of attack was already popular in the 
European Union and the U.K. before 2016 and that its 
use grew rapidly in the U.S. last year.

Finally, Turgeman said, the rise of blockchain infra-
structure in the financial and payments space is prom-
ising but presents its own fraud prevention issues.

Cybercriminals constantly work to undermine 
the latest security and fraud prevention tac-
tics. It’s up to the experts to stay a step ahead, 
said BioCatch CTO Avi Turgeman. Here’s what 
BioCatch says is next in fraud and what devel-
opers are doing to stop it.

Anticipating Next-Gen Fraud With BioCatch

Founder, CTO & Head of  
Business Development
Avi Turgeman

BioCatch
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“Private blockchains, in particular, despite utilizing 
strong cryptography, are still vulnerable to cyberat-
tacks,” he noted, saying that protecting blockchain 
access with multifactor authentication isn’t enough. 
The same social engineering, malware and remote 
access tactics already used by fraudsters can work for 
obtaining one-time access codes.

Protecting private blockchains with the highest and 
most dynamic security measures is key. Card compa-
nies already suffer from a growing problem of online 
application fraud, Turgeman told PYMNTS. “A similar 
attack on a blockchain infrastructure can create so 
many fake accounts that the ledger can experience a 
hostile takeover,” he said.

Solving for these cybersecurity challenges in the 
payments industry is essential in the years ahead, 
Turgeman said. Online credit card applications must 
be vetted not just for the information that is being 
provided, but also to establish that the person enter-
ing the data is in fact a legitimate user.

Additionally, noted Turgeman, eCommerce sites will 
need to find ways to reduce cart abandonment and 

false declines because of inefficient fraud prevention 
techniques. Banks and P2P providers will need to 
look for ways prevent fraud in real time.

“Any delay at all will render the fraudsters winners — 
the money will be long gone,” he said.

Turgeman told PYMNTS that industries are witnessing 
the dawn of third-generation fraud and fraud preven-
tion solutions.

“This is the main work of BioCatch, and one of the 
unique things that we do is via one of our patents 
related to invisible challenges, where we invoke a test 
in the system that the user has to respond to. That 
allows us to detect anomalies as well as analyze many 
hundreds of other parameters in real time.”

Once the fraud ecosystem develops a solution, it 
quickly spreads on the dark web, Turgeman told 
PYMNTS. The good news is that there are ways to 
get ahead of fraud, and BioCatch is working with 
industry partners and stakeholders to bring their 
next-gen solutions to market. 

BioCatch

Anticipating Next-Gen Fraud With BioCatch

Founder, CTO & Head of  
Business Development
Avi Turgeman
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Online to offline attribution is the single great-
est challenge marketers face today (Street 
Fight Insights, October 2016). Unfortunately, 
most companies pursuing solutions to this 
problem focus too much on the side of the 
marketplace they touch — the retailer —  
frequently at the expense of other side of the 
marketplace — the consumer — who, more 
often than not, ultimately decides the fate of 
any new technology or process.

Tapping into what makes consumers tick, trigger-
ing their behavior and identifying what moves them 
through the purchase funnel is fundamental to the 
success of new payment solutions. A company may 
develop the coolest technology (Apple Pay), the most 
frictionless process (CLOs) and the most affordable 
solution (DYI mobile couponing), but if it does not 
present enough value to the consumer, achieving 
critical mass is not realistic. We can look back at the 
exuberance that was attached to AdTech — technol-
ogy that was supposed to segment, optimize and 
measure digital advertising — for some historical 
perspective and how it failed miserably. Billions of 
dollars of venture capital were invested into AdTech 
but yielded little in return. It is still too early to say 
whether the current boom in FinTech investment will 
bear dividends, but much of what I’ve seen to date 
has an eerie foreshadowing of the AdTech bubble. 
The product/market fit incumbent upon the success 
of an emerging payment ecosystem is simply not 
presenting itself.

What’s to be done? 

For starters, we must think about the consumer and 
their path to purchase. The average consumer is 
exposed to over 3,000 marketing messages a day 
— increasingly disguised through native, social and 
content marketing tactics. As a result, consumers 
have become remarkably efficient at filtering out all 
but the most engaging of messages. The solution re-
quires an innovative balance of presenting consumers 
with a marketing message that is appealing not only 
in content, but in form as well. 

Indeed, some 50-plus years since Marshall McLuhan 
first coined the phrase “the medium is the message,” 
its meaning and implications are more powerful than 
ever. Consider that today the most prevalent form 
of communication is the mobile phone, the most 
popular activity on mobile is gaming and the most 
performed shopping activity on mobile is searching 
for a coupon. It follows that it might be smart for 
marketers to present consumers with discounts while 
playing games on their mobile phones — something 
a startup called Kiip did rather well. However, there 
is a flaw in this thinking which has to do with how 
humans perceive value. In short, a person’s perceived 
value of receiving something when little to no effort is 
put in to earning it is often just that … nothing. There 
is no better example of this phenomena than what 
occurred during the daily deals bubble. Consumers 
loved getting products and services at half-price, but 
their perception of those businesses offering such 
steep discounts would be forever tainted.

This begs the question, is there a way for businesses 
to offer incentives that don’t impact the perceived 
value of their product or service? The simple answer 

Product/Market Fit For Payment Tech: Don’t Forget About The Consumer

Founder & CEO
Andrew Landis

LuckyDiem
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is yes, but make them earn it. Behavioral economics 
and the endowment effect attempt to explain how 
rational people routinely and predictably make irra-
tional decisions and how we overvalue the things we 
own regardless of their objective market value. (There 
is a great Ted Talk by behavioral economist Dan 
Ariely on this subject.) These theories, if applied to 
marketing, could theoretically change the perceived 
value of incentives. 

LuckyDiem, a tech startup I founded four years ago, 
is a mobile marketing platform built upon the con-
structs of behavioral economics. The platform also 
integrates game mechanics to ignite and sustain 
consumer engagement. In brief, LuckyDiem offers 
consumers an exciting way to earn discounts, prizes 
and rewards that can be increased in value through 
game-based engagement. The company’s results for 
national brands such as Delia’s and La Quinta Inns & 
Suites demonstrate how the endowment effect can 
be effectively applied to marketing.

LuckyDiem recently rebuilt its platform to make it 
scalable and afford businesses of any size with a 
turnkey game-based promotion and customer loy-
alty solution. The new version, which reimagines 
local search, addresses a major problem for today’s 
26 million small businesses that lack the time, skills 
and resources to effectively leverage mobile search 
and online promotions. The facts speak for them-
selves: While 70-plus percent of consumers find local 
businesses through an online search (Local Search 
Association, 2016) and four in five mobile searches 
end in a purchase (comScore, 2016), only 6 percent 
of small businesses advertise with paid search (Manta 
Research, 2017). The explanation for this wildly out 
of alignment behavior is simple: Digital marketing 
requires too much time and money. Attempting to 
solve the problem requires removing time and cost 
from the digital marketing equation. 

The $2 trillion of retail spending that is influenced by 
mobile marketing is no doubt a very attractive mar-
ket. Solving the advertising attribution problem dove-
tails directly into this market and is going to revolu-
tionize the industry. The company that develops and 
executes a solution that recognizes the importance 
of product/market fit and, particularly, the critical role 
consumer behavior plays within it will have the great-
est chances of success in shaping the future of the 
payments and commerce ecosystem.

Founder & CEO
Andrew Landis

LuckyDiem

Product/Market Fit For Payment Tech: Don’t Forget About The Consumer

https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_ariely_asks_are_we_in_control_of_our_own_decisions
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Last year, PYMNTS asked whether soft-
ware-based mobile security could “trump” 
hardware-based security. In 2017, the answer 
is a resounding yes.

Until now, there were two main options to secure 
sensitive mobile transactions and data such as 
digital identities, cards and payment tokens: hard-
ware-based security (e.g., from companies such as 
Qualcomm, NXP or ARM with crypto libraries from 
Rambus and others, such as that used by Apple) and 
white box encryption (WBE, e.g., from companies 
such as Arxan, Inside Secure and whiteCryption)

Hardware-based security is secure but has several 
severe issues. Getting access to and managing such 
security can prove very difficult. It is unavailable in 
many cases, so it is not even an option. In brief, it 
is virtually impossible to get into mobile hardware–
based security and manage it at scale without losing 
control of a company’s brand, revenue streams and 
even customer relationships.

Due to these issues with hardware-based security, 
some firms have rushed to use host card emulation 
(HCE), which is great. However, tokens and HCE work 
well until credentials or other secret data land on a 
mobile device, when they remain unprotected and 
consisting of solutions stitched around WBE that have 
limited security. 

Solutions around WBE and code obfuscation have 
popped up to help, but they still have limited secu-
rity and high maintenance requirements and cannot 

be effectively used offline, such as in poor reception 
areas or common venues like grocery stores.

As part of the HCE experiment, WBE was seen as the 
only alternative to hardware. But WBE is an unproven 
method with high maintenance and support costs. It 
is like hiding a needle in a haystack and replacing the 
haystack every few days because the needle is about 
to be found by hackers. Because WBE contains the 
word encryption, security experts collectively decided 
that it was good enough for now. What made this ex-
periment risky is that WBE began to look like a truly 
secure solution to industry analysts and experts.

Considering the transaction volumes that can go 
through payment systems, the industry could be in 
trouble overnight. This is no exaggeration. PayPal 
spent two years fighting fraud once it had enough 
volume to entice attackers. The same thing hap-
pened at my prior company (Obopay).

In 2017, a major new approach to mobile security will 
disrupt the status quo by addressing these issues:

• Unlike hardware, it is entirely under a company’s 
control to deploy across all of their devices.

• Unlike WBE, it is not a point solution that suffers 
from high maintenance and lower grade security.

The approach consists of a major new mobile secu-
rity platform that has been validated by top security 
labs. It provides a software container that lives inside 
an app and functions like hardware. The platform 
is massively scalable so that mobile security can be 
applied to any device, anywhere. In short, it ap-

Payments 2017: New Software Approach To Mobile Security Disrupts Hardware

CEO
Sam Shawki

MagicCube, Inc.
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proaches the level of hardware-based security but 
with lower maintenance and costs associated with 
a software solution.

In 2017, any sensitive data that travels digitally and is 
stored on any device — such as identity information, 
fingerprints, etc. — can be secured in a much more 
practical and cost-effective way. This has the ability 

to transform numerous markets where sensitive mo-
bile data is de rigueur, such as banking, health care 
and defense.

In summary, 2017 will be the first year that a new gen-
eration of mobile security software eclipses hardware. 
If you would like to learn more, feel free to [reach me 
at magiccube.co.]

CEO
Sam Shawki

MagicCube, Inc.

Payments 2017: New Software Approach To Mobile Security Disrupts Hardware

http://magiccube.co
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Serial entrepreneur Erez Moscovich, founder 
and CEO of Paywiz, a social payments startup, 
believes we’re approaching a payments revolu-
tion that will transform personal finance, mak-
ing life even more fun.

Sometimes it pays to follow the leader.

For better or worse, the Uber generation is accus-
tomed to an extremely high level of customer service. 
We’re not only talking about millennials. 

Dan Keldsen and Thomas Koulopoulos’ book The 
Gen Z Effect: The Six Forces Shaping the Future 
of Business neatly explains how the technical age 
of Generation X or Y is irrelevant because what’s 
happening now is rapid adoption of new consumer 
behaviors, across all age groups. Maybe it does start 
with the kids. Tomorrow or the next day, it’s their 
parents. And a week later, their grandparents will 
“friend” them on social media.

A small change in Uber can cause a tidal wave 
through vast swathes of industry, both high-tech and 
ultra-traditional. It’s worth studying such market lead-
ers closely to spot trends as they emerge.

Consider The Uber Payments Option: ‘Split Fare’
Why is splitting a fare a key Uber service? What deep-
er trends does it reveal?

Naturally, a virtual payment is convenient — there’s 
no risk of dropping coins on the cab floor. But the 
convenience issue is covered elsewhere, by Uber’s 
cashless payments. So that’s not the issue.

Splitting the fare is a very specific activity that meets 
a clear social need.

At face value, that need appears to be saving money. 
Fare splitting via the Uber app allows people to share 
a cab and has become a popular service, giving cus-
tomers all the benefits of a cab ride (versus walking in 
the rain, waiting for a bus, etc.) for half or even a third 
of the price.

Although saving money can catch users’ interest, it’s 
only the tip of the iceberg in regards to new trends. 
For example, splitting the fare is often regarded as a 
dating app in disguise, making introductions between 
perfect strangers. What could be more romantic than 
an intimate cab ride, the drama of chance meetings, 
asking for a stranger’s number now or never?

Vibes Matter
When the bill is split, a social charge is released. 
You don’t need to talk — or think— about money. 
You can’t feel guilty for being a dollar short or get 
annoyed when a total stranger asks to borrow $10. 
Using the “Split Fare” feature takes care of that. Now 
passengers can focus on getting to know each oth-
er, enjoying the journey and, for the lucky few, even 
falling in love. A social barrier is lifted.

Benefits work the other way, too: Fewer bad things can 
happen. Getting in a cab with a stranger is a some-
what risky experience. You may hate each other. You 
could get in an argument. At least when money isn’t 
the issue, when you don’t need to count loose change 
on the back seat, some tension leaves the (potentially 
weird) sense of sitting close to a total stranger.

Paywiz: When Payments Go Dutch

Founder & CEO
Erez Moscovich

Paywiz
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Good experiences make repeat users. That’s worth 
serious money to Uber. At its core, the Split Fare is 
a social equalizer, a reliever of tension. The money 
issue is wrapped up, over and done with, and the 
fun times can roll on. With customers more socially 
sensitive than ever, it’s easy to see why the Split Fare 
feature is one of Uber’s most popular services.

What began with Uber, cabs will soon apply far more 
broadly. Customers now expect socially-minded 
purchasing options. Woe betide the merchant who 
falls behind.

Let’s Admit We Have A Problem
Question: What’s the opposite of bill splitting? 
Answer: Making one person front the entire bill.

Fronting the bill is the least socially minded purchas-
ing option you can imagine.

Yet that’s exactly what online merchants ask of cus-
tomers, day in, day out, almost without exception. You 
know this intuitively as a customer — fronting the bill 
for a group of friends or extended family is frustrating. 

You may not be paid back. You may have to chase 
old friends for money. This leads to resentment on 
both sides and petty arguments. It’s deeply antiso-
cial. And antisocial in the days of Uber is pure poison 
for business.

Yes, bank transfers are getting faster. Yes, there are 
amazing leaps and bounds in peer-to-peer payment. 
Yes, Venmo is incredible. But remember: That $1 

trillion of annual Venmo traffic is money moving be-
tween friends, one degree removed from the original 
merchant. The issue is not resolved, just pushed back 
to the customer side.

Meet The New Groupies
The group customer is speaking, and they are a 
multitude. For now, they are riding in Uber, enjoying 
the benefits of the split fare. Their expectations for 
immediate, transparent and fair payment won’t vanish 
when they get out that cab and onto a flight with 
friends, when they order pizza with friends or when 
they book tickets to a Broadway show for a group of 
colleagues.

This is no prophecy of doom and gloom. Merchants 
may continue as they are, and many will get by. 

But what about thriving? To truly lead in this con-
sumer-is-king environment, let’s not be shy to notice 
what’s working and what parts are starting to rot. The 
world is getting social; the details matter. They matter 
to Uber, and very soon, they’re going to matter to 
more consumers, too. 

“Split Fare” may look like a tiny button, but don’t be 
fooled. It carries a profound, market-making weight. 
Because the difference between a group of laughing 
friends enjoying a night out together and a scream-
ing fistfight in the back of a cab is all the difference 
in the world.

Sometimes it pays to follow the leader.

Founder & CEO
Erez Moscovich

Paywiz

Paywiz: When Payments Go Dutch
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Gregg Aamoth, CEO of merchant and consum-
er satisfaction software-as-a-service company 
POPcodes, tells PYMNTS why he believes the 
point-of-sale terminal isn’t being used to its full 
potential and why it is high time for a change.

As the global payments ecosystem rapidly matures, 
it’s becoming safer to say that cash is no longer king, 
as Gregg Aamoth, CEO and cofounder of POPcodes, 
told PYMNTS in a recent interview. Despite this, Aa-
moth believes that ISOs, [if !supportAnnotations][JB1] 
terminal manufacturers and acquirers aren’t using 
point-of-sale (POS) systems to their full potential.

“There are a few ‘cash only’ exceptions,” Aamoth 
said. “A couple of elite delis in New York City, fruit 
stands in New Delhi or coffee shops in Amster-
dam.”But aside from geographic and niche retail 
cases, plastic has effectively replaced paper.

Merchants and consumers have never had a greater 
reliance on and expectations of the global payments 
networks. Over 40 million payment devices and mil-
lions of online sites connect to hundreds of payment 
gateways, Aamoth told PYMNTS, transforming plastic 
into payment for products and services.

With over 95 percent of transactions still occurring of-
fline, the in-store payment infrastructure has demon-
strated the capacity to manage trillions of transac-
tions on billions of accounts that are swiped, dipped 
or tapped into it each year.

“Essential to virtually all online purchases and over 70 
percent of brick-and-mortar transactions, payment by 

plastic is just one of the many things merchants and 
consumers hope to achieve at the point of purchase,” 
Aamoth said.

But while it is pervasive, standardized and trusted, 
he noted that the payment ecosystem is woefully 
underutilized by ISOs, terminal manufacturers and 
acquirers as a way to understand the omnichannel 
customer and as a way to support and retain new 
and innovative services.

“It is time to leverage the simple, secure, stable 
and scalable terminal to support non-payment 
needs and opportunities across the retail value 
chain,” Aamoth said.

Whether standalone, semi-integrated or integrated 
into a POS system, Aamoth told PYMNTS it is time to 
take these merchant and consumer-facing devices to 
the next level. He noted that service providers, with 
their insight into clients’ financials, could use termi-
nals to offer loyalty programs, cash advances, sup-
plies and other value-added services.

Merchants, especially those investing in digital and 
social marketing, struggle to measure and optimize 
the billions spent on marketing each year, Aamoth 
said. They also strive to encourage their best custom-
ers to return and to reward them when they do with 
discounts and exclusive products or services. The 
problem is, he noted, that their associates often have 
difficulty keeping up with the rules and restrictions of 
these programs.

“They falter when trying to engage,” Aamoth said, 
“and ultimately sell to the growing base of online and 
mobile consumers.”

Payments’ Coming Of Age

CEO
Gregg Aamoth

POPcodes
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When connected consumers come into stores, asso-
ciates should be able to deliver what was promised 
— and increasingly purchased — in the virtual world. 
Aamoth noted that there is no better place to seam-
lessly connect the omnichannel customer journey 
than through the in-store device they already use: the 
payment terminal.

“Consumers want to shop wherever, whenever. They 
expect an in-store experience that meets their ev-
er-changing needs,” Aamoth told PYMNTS. “Some-
times the consumer just wants to get in and out as 
quickly as possible. At other times, they want to be 
recognized so their preferences and wish lists can be 
used to guide their shopping experience.”

In both cases, consumers expect to receive the most 
relevant personalized offers and services — all of 
which the brick-and-mortar payment ecosystem has 
the potential to do. Millions of devices that work for 
the universal “accepted” and “declined” functions, 
said Aamoth, can also be securely, quickly and, most 

importantly, remotely enhanced to support a variety 
of non-payment-related functions.

Consumers could get promotions, use points they’ve 
accumulated or easily produce proof of the purchases 
made while online, said Aamoth. Likewise, merchants, 
advertisers, deal sites and manufacturers could ex-
tend offers, create contests, reward consumers and 
encourage online and mobile purchases.

As the ecosystem evolves over time (remember the 
migration from the flip phone to the smartphone?), 
a new generation of smart terminals and associated 
app stores will greatly enhance the consumer-mer-
chant experience, Aamoth told PYMNTS.

“The more the payment ecosystem opens up, en-
courages innovation and delivers a broad range of 
payment and non-payment value to merchants and 
consumers, the more likely it will be relevant and 
healthy, prepared to thrive well into the future,”  
Aamoth said.

CEO
Gregg Aamoth

POPcodes

Payments’ Coming Of Age
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In 2016, several trends in the mobile pay-
ment space made waves for gift cards. As we 
move into 2017, some of the more interesting 
trends and options for mobile wallet initia-
tives are now being paved by this branded 
prepaid vehicle.

The new options, incentives and programs that 
emerged in the mobile payment space this past year 
are still so new that no standard yet exists as the go-
to for mobile payments. 

As we move forward, it’s clear more advancements 
and comprehensive solutions will emerge in this 
space. Gift cards stand strategically poised to pave 
the way for the mobile wallet space in terms of set-
ting value trends.

Adding Gift Card Functionality To The Mobile Pay-
ment Space
With no standard mobile-wallet solution currently 
available, brands are left to themselves to answer 
the question of a mobile payment solution — which 
they must develop on their own. This gives rise to a 
specific challenge: Merchants that want to entice con-
sumers who prefer a mobile wallet with value-based 
offers will need a place to store and track their de-
sired loyalty structure and data. This is something that 
gift cards are already doing. 

Brands’ internal gift card teams possess the tools and 
knowledge that can address the problem of storing 
and tracking loyalty program data, if they are includ-
ed in mobile wallet initiatives. 

Brands, therefore, stand to benefit more than they 
currently realize by combining their loyalty and gift 
card programs with their mobile-payment initiatives. 
By doing this, they can offer consumers an enhanced 
mobile payment solution that offers all the functionality 
and value of both their gift card and loyalty programs.

There are several challenges these brands must over-
come to determine the best way to implement such 
a mobile wallet. Do they build a mobile payment app 
on their own internally? Do they join a mobile wallet 
program with other merchants? Do they keep their 
loyalty rewards on a separate system as they have 
in the past? If they do, how will they track and offer 
loyalty rewards on mobile wallet shopping sites?

This is where the conversation stands for the mobile 
wallet space as we enter 2017. Many merchants and 
brands are looking at the technology available and 
asking if the cost and benefits fit their needs. 

The cost of building an app and incorporating gift 
card and loyalty initiatives is something that these 
brands must consider as they attempt to identify tools 
and solutions. This presents the most significant chal-
lenge to gift card in 2017: overcoming the common 
misperception by executive teams that the benefits 
gift card functionality provides are too costly to imple-
ment to justify adding to their mobile wallet initiatives.

The Challenge of Perception
The challenge that gift cards face with the perception 
that they are not an essential inclusion in the mobile 
payment space is significant. Many executive teams 
fail to recognize the real value of adding gift card 
functionality to their mobile wallet.

Gift Card Trends And Solutions In 2017
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Matt Davies, founder of Gift Card Network, shares 
this insight: “The issue is really the perception of 
knowledge. On the surface, gift cards appear to have 
no value. Brand executives think, ‘Managing gift 
card is easy; why waste time and resources on it?’ In 
reality, the true value of gift cards lies in a compli-
cated benefit system that offers brands incredible 
value. The challenge of perception is that the kind 
of value gift card functionality offers usually remains 
hidden from many executive teams’ radars. If their 
perception was accurate, implementing gift cards 
into mobile wallet initiatives wouldn’t be questioned 
at all. Instead, it would be prioritized because of the 
tremendous value such functionality brings.”

The solution to this challenge is knowledge and 
education. Davies continued, “We could talk prod-
ucts and specific solutions, but building awareness is 
what’s most important right now. 

“Gift card managers need to be educated on how to 
build and represent the value of gift cards internally 

to point out their benefits to management just like 
any other product. Executive teams must be made 
aware of these benefits in order to understand the 
value gift card presents their mobile wallet initiatives.

“The critical thing in 2017 will be knowledge for the 
stakeholders making the decisions that shape their 
brand’s future. They must be completely aware of the 
financial tools available to them, including gift cards 
and how they can be used in different ways to sup-
port their brand initiatives.

“For gift card managers and teams looking to acquire 
such awareness and knowledge, opportunities exist 
within the Gift Card Network. Through both the Gift 
Card University and actively taking part in the Gift 
Card Network, [merchant teams] can educate them-
selves by seeing firsthand how others are handling 
this challenge as well as the best practices and tools 
available to help build their own initiatives through-
out 2017 and into the future.”

Founder & CEO
Matt Davies

TheGiftCardNetwork 
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Today’s retailers all have at least one objective 
in common: Optimize the customer experi-
ence. In the age of innovation, with technology 
like artificial intelligence, predictive analysis 
and personalization, retailers are quick to 
adopt the newest solutions with the goal of 
providing the best shopping experiences to 
their customers.

The problem lies in that no matter how much twen-
ty-first-century technology is incorporated into the 
shopping experience, if a customer can’t afford to 
pay, these investments in technology can be a waste.

Retailers have long understood the role of credit in 
winning sales and increasing ticket sizes. However, 
many might not see the direct effect this has on the 
customer experience. Currently 47 percent of cus-
tomers who apply for store credit are declined, and 
as a result 68 percent abandon their purchase. This 
has an effect not only on sales, but also on brand 
reputation and loyalty. 

Who are the people being declined? Contrary to 
popular belief, they are not insolvent or negligent. 
They are often young college graduates, millennials or 
others such as recent transplants to the U.S. with thin 
credit files. In fact, research shows that 61 percent of 
them have an annual income of at least $50,000. They 
are people who are ready to buy but can’t because 
they have limited choices for financing today.

For retailers looking to up their customer experience, 
their first step isn’t to invest in novelty technology but 
instead to look to new financial technology to reeval-

uate their current credit program and make more 
payment options available to more of their customers. 

Innovation In Retail FinTech
Innovation that can impact the ability to extend 
credit to more customers and deliver it in a consis-
tent way is on the rise within the retail consumer 
financing market.

New entrants are offering credit to those with lower 
FICO scores, addressing the void left by traditional 
banks and providing retailers with an opportunity to 
offer credit to a wider range of customers. However, 
simply adding lenders still leaves a major problem 
unaddressed: the customer experience. The inherent 
challenges of working with multiple lending providers 
has prevented many retailers from taking advantage 
of the potential opportunity. 

Before today, retailers looking to expand their credit 
programs to more customers had to manage integra-
tions internally. This is a path down which few retail-
ers have wanted to venture. 

With the emergence of financial technology, retailers 
now have the ability to empower their customers with 
simple yet robust solutions that can drive sales. Tech-
nology uncuffs retailers so that they can dynamically 
deliver real-time credit offers to customers. 

The Value Of A Platform
Multilender technology platforms have reduced the 
barriers to entry and are retailers’ best route to ensuring 
that every customer receives a seamless and standard-
ized experience, regardless of their credit background.

Platforms have empowered the retailer and the retail-
er’s customer in several key ways: 

How Financial Technology Platforms Will Redefine The Customer Experience

VP of Strategic Retail Services
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• The cost of implementation: Any kind of point-of-
sale system or eCommerce shopping cart upgrade 
generally requires a significant level of adaptation 
to support a multilender model. In the past, add-
ing a new lender meant a large budget. Through 
a platform like Vyze, it’s a single implementation 
process. Minor updates may be periodically re-
quired, but the headache of having to integrate 
new features over and over again is absolved. 

• The application process: Traditionally, if a shop-
per applied for credit and there was no credit 
offer from the primary lender, they either had to 
find another form of payment or fill out an entirely 
separate application. As you can imagine, this is a 
less-than-optimal customer experience, leaving the 
customer at risk of being declined twice. With a 
single platform, the customer is able to apply once 
and get approved for the best credit offer avail-
able. That means no delay, extra effort or risk of an 
abandoned sale not only for the customer apply-
ing for credit, but also for other customers waiting 
at an in-store checkout. 

• Flexibility in lending supply: A lender that 
worked for you and your customers in the past 
might not be the best fit in the next five years. If 
one of them tightened lending criteria or exited 
the market in the past, retailers had to scram-

ble to find an alternative. Through a multilender 
platform, retailers have the flexibility to adjust 
lending supply so that the customer experience 
is  ever negatively impacted. 

• A true omnichannel solution: When today’s con-
sumers search for financing, 44 percent consider a 
simple online application to be an important part 
of the process. Convenience is also essential, with 
33 percent of consumers applying for financing 
on the same day they want to make a big-ticket 
purchase. Platforms have the ability to make fi-
nancing available in-store or online, when custom-
ers need it most. 

Retail Adoption
As the retail industry becomes more aware of the 
benefits and accessibility of expanding credit, a few 
market dynamics are to be expected. The largest 
retailers that haven’t innovated will seek to meet or 
exceed the competitive positions of their rivals. Mid-
size and small retailers will find they have an agility 
advantage over large rivals as they can more rapidly 
leverage new financing and technology solutions.

What is clear is that consumer financing is only likely 
to become more important and prevalent in an in-
creasingly competitive and sophisticated retail market 
in years to come.

How Financial Technology Platforms Will Redefine The Customer Experience
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This year will see significant strides in identi-
fying the story inside every transaction. From 
interest to intent to transact to social and loyal-
ty, every transaction has a story, and this is the 
year merchants will be able to finally discover 
it. In order to paint a picture of what we can 
expect to see this coming year, it makes sense 
to take a look back at what has happened over 
the past 25 years that has led us to the innova-
tions upon us.

A Look Back
It all started in the late ‘90s when trucking companies 
needed to get money to truckers while they were on 
the road and benefited by the real-time delivery of 
funds and the access to currency using a fleet/payroll 
card. Next, we saw the formation of national debit 
networks like the STAR Network, and over the next 10 
years, debit cards became one of the top three point-
of-sale (POS) payment methods in the U.S. 

Another big innovation in the FinTech space during 
this time was the distribution of gift cards and the 
ability to provide real-time loading on them along 
with dynamic valuing at the time of purchase, allow-
ing for an increase in the number of gift cards sold as 
well as improved security and operating profits. 

By mid-2000, mobile banking innovation was in full 
swing and focused on delivering a more convenient 
banking experience for consumers to view balances, 
transfer money and pay bills via their mobile device. 
And in late 2000, the delivery of mobile wallets became 
a reality in the U.S. by major technology companies. 

Shortly thereafter, card-linked technology came into 
play so a consumer could use a debit or credit card as 
a way to redeem merchant-funded discounts. While 
early innovators paved the way for implementation, 
there were several challenges with this model. Banks 
sat between the merchant brand and their customer, 
consumer engagement was limited, and the program 
was only delivered inside of online and mobile banking. 

The Here and Now
These decades of payments and commerce innova-
tion have paved the way for what transpired in 2016 
as we began to see more traction around digital 
offers, incentives and gifting. Our company, Wonder 
Technologies, is working to take this technology to 
the next level. 

Merchants can deliver, with ease and security, rele-
vant offers, incentives and gifts to their customers 
that are redeemable in-store or online — all without 
POS integration or staff training. Consumers no lon-
ger have to worry about remembering the incentive, 
promotion or gift when they leave home, as offers 
are now attached to their credit or debit card. And 
a single swipe, dip or tap at the POS has eliminated 
the slowdown caused by split-tender transaction flow. 
Add to this the ability for merchants to now access 
real-time analytics to measure awareness, intent to 
transact, total spend, spend across the wallet and 
repeat visits. 

Furthermore, merchants now can make smart business 
decisions to 1) better engage their target customer 
(including the ever-evasive millennials), 2) increase 
loyalty, 3) bolster brand awareness, 4) capture a great-
er share of spend and 5) elevate social engagement.

2017: Understanding the Story Behind Every Transaction
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We’ve seen this technology particularly when solving 
operational pain and consumer friction in hospitality, 
shopping centers and malls, restaurants, specialty re-
tail, and retail service providers. In addition, the diffi-
culty issuing promotions and offers in a master brand/
sub-brand business model is no longer an issue. 

Where We’re Headed
What will 2017 bring? As mentioned earlier, unlock-
ing the story of every transaction will be paramount, 
and we’ll see a lot more focus on the customer expe-
rience as well as greater accountability for marketing 
campaigns to address the ever-increasing challenges 
faced by the brick-and-mortar retailer. Card-linked 
technology will also get its day in the sun as the pay-
ment structure and consumer readiness are aligning. 

Here’s an overview of five key areas where you can 
expect to see innovation taking place this year:

• Card-linked technology finally takes flight. The 
plastic gift card will be out of the equation. With 
advances in payment technology on the back end 
as well as seamless integration with consumer pay-
ment methods, the market is ready for this tech-
nology to fulfill what has been promised for years.

• Killer consumer experience. There will be a lot of 
investment this year to reduce friction for the con-
sumer, and merchants will continue to evolve their 
omnichannel strategies to ensure the experience is 
the best it can possibly be.

• Seamless payments. There were a number of an-
nouncements in the payments space in 2016 from 
the integration between PayPal with both Master-
Card and Visa to continued work on the mobile 

payment ecosystem. More options to easily pay 
and increased usability by consumers are paving 
the way for card-linked technology to be easily 
adopted by merchants and used by customers.

• Real-time data will put marketers in the driver’s 
seat … really. Without question, the amount of data 
we are able to now glean from marketing campaigns 
is vast, but the trick is putting the data to good use. 
Marketers will increasingly look for the delivery of 
real-time data to aid in addressing overall business 
goals. Automation of the data will be key in provid-
ing merchants more visibility and nimbleness. Gone 
are the days where campaigns are launched into the 
abyss and results are hard to verify. 

• More bang for the buck. With so much data at a 
merchant’s disposal, we will see the opportunity 
to maximize the amount of revenue out of every 
single transaction. This includes everything from 
repeat business, referrals, rewards, loyalty and 
online to offline shopping. Merchants will need 
to look for ways to consistently stay in touch with 
a consumer and cater to their buying needs and 
habits to make this a reality.

Time for Reinvention
Overall, 2017 will be a year of reinvention for sev-
eral merchants — either by revamping their digital 
marketing campaigns to expand their reach or finally 
shifting their business focus to encompass more of 
an omnichannel strategy. Relying on solutions that 
provide unparalleled real-time data to merchants 
and deliver a rewarding consumer experience will 
be crucial to stay relevant in our increasingly mobile 
world. Contributing to that journey will be the ability 
to discover the story of each transaction.
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About

PYMNTS.com
PYMNTS.com is where the best minds and the best content meet on the web to learn about “What’s Next” 
in payments and commerce. Our interactive platform is reinventing the way in which companies in payments 
share relevant information about the initiatives that shape the future of this dynamic sector and make news. 
Our data and analytics team includes economists, data scientists and industry analysts who work with compa-
nies to measure and quantify the innovation that is at the cutting edge of this new world.

http://PYMNTS.com
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